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Western Ontario Dairymen in Convention 
at St. Mary’s.

Grading ol Dairy Product! and Payment by Quality Again to the Fore 
'T" HAT the dairy authorities of stated that not much milk came in 

I Canada should get together and over 8.6. and the average is less than 
1 agree on national standards for this, and it would be well to neglect 

dairy products; that such standards the higher percentages. The fat plus 
should be made official and their 2 basis he believed from experience 
adoption pressed upon a~ dairymen was as fair a basis as was practicable 
throughout the Dominion, was the in the average factory. •. 
consensus of opinion at the Western The question of a quality basis for 
Ontario Dairymen’s Convention at paying for milk at factories was re- >
St Marys. Great emphasis was laid sumed by Prof. Dean on Thursday 
on the absurdity of the policy of pay- afternoon. The element of chance, 
ing for such variable products as he said, entered int>' all experiments, 
those of the dairy industry at so and this accounted for the difference 
much per pound or per hundred- of opinion on such subjects as pay- 
weight. irrespective of duality. But ing'for milk on a quality basis. The 
payment on a strictly quality basis casein content was. according to 
demanded recognized standard?, and tests, something over two per cent., 
the expressed opinion of many of the but this excess was. approximately, 
leading dairymen present, as well as represented by the fat and casein lost 
a resolution passed by the conven- in the whey. Regarding the objec
tion. favored the policy that these tion that had been raised to testing 
standards should be nation-wi in for the percentage of casein as w.-ll 
their application. •» ol fat. the uae of the Walker teat.

Geo fi. Barr, of the Daii ^m- by which the fat and casein could 
sion. Ottawa, prefaced his remarks both he determined by one test, over- 
on paying for milk at cheese factor- came this.
ics by saying that personally he Later. Mr. Barr hfd an opportunity 
would sooner have discussed the of taking up the q estion of cream 
grading of cream, as in his opinion grading, reiterating what he had 
this was the most important question said at the E.O.D.A. convention re- 
before the dairymen of western On- garding the way the western 
tario at the time. He regretted that vinces had taken up the system, 
there were still in Canada a large declaring that the time had 
number of factories that paid their rived for Ontario to do the 
patrons the same price for their milk. Grading Trial Suggested
irrespective of quality. Investigations Cream grading from a proprietor’s 
conducted from Ottawa .bowed that standpoint was introduced by John 
paying on the fat plus calculated h. Scott, of Exeter. He suggested 
casein basis (the Babcock test with that the Department. take over a 
a sum added as recommended by creamery in a cream-gathering die- >
Prof. Van Slyke, a table of which is trict and work it to find whether or 
given in his book. Practical Cheese not the system was practicable. The 
Making) came nearest to giving the discussion was continued by Mack 
patron the actual value of his milk for Robertson, of Belleville. He suggest- 
cheese-making purposes. It would ed that-two grades only be adopted at 
appear from their two years’ work the start First grade should be such 
that there is not much to be gained as would make first-class butt 
from testing milk tor casein, which might be either sweet or 
was, therefore, labor lost. cond grade should be such

One of the most regrettable things not make first class butter, 
in connection with the cheese indus- Discussing the running of hand 
try was that so few makers were cap- separators. Prof. Dean stated that 
able of making the necessary tests in the speed at which the machine waa 
order that their patrons be paid for run was the greatest factor in deter- 
their milk on a quality basis. «mining the percentage of fat in the

Three Good Methods of Payment cream. He claimed that it was im- 
There were at least three methods * possible to control the speed at all 

of paying for milk which were better closely by the handle, and that no sat- 
•han the pooling method. What was isfactory device had yet been irvent- 
most needed was a uniform system ed to control the speed of a separator, 
adopted all over Canada, one which Increased speed gives an incret.se in 
makers and dealers everywhere would the fat in cream, but the fanner may 
recognize, and in his opinion the be reasonably sure that if he keeps 

I CI..U time had arrived when competent the speed of the machine within sixLearn to MUTT DU OS dairy authorities from aU over the of normal, he will not lose
- — ,i * 1 Dominion should be brought loge- of fat in the skim milk.J *?£«.ther. that these should agree upon Increase the Rennet Supply

' which system would be adopted, and prof. Dean again came out strongly
^5iSSyK5"it8STll5r^^Stiff that this system should be advocated jn favor of some systematic effort to
' Write Today all over Canada. collect the calves' stomachs through-

Geo. A Put”*™ a,so *ave « aa out the Dominion and manufacturing
mow his opinion that dairy authorities from these as much of our ren

should get together and, decide on a suppiy as possible. If aome suen 1 
uniform method of paying for milk actjon were not taken, our whole 
on a quality basis and then go out cheese industry might be* jeopardized \
and advocate the universal adoption by the failure of the rennet supply 
of that method. Ministers of Agri- from foreign sources. '■F’
culture throughout the Dominion c. p, ‘Whitley, Ottawa, gave a 
should instruct their dairy superin- paper on dairy herd records. The 
tendents to get together and decide 0f this appeared in last
on the method to be adopted. It week’s Farm and Dairy. Prof.s. 
would then be time to decide on the Harcourt and Lund, of the O.A.C., 
outline of an educational campaign. contributed papers on Lime Require-

Prof. Dean on Casein Content ments of the Soil and The Cure of the
Prof. H. H. Dean, though he Milking Machine, respectively. These 

agreed that the pooling system was wiU be published in subsequent Issues 
unfair, dissented from the view that 0f Farm and Dairy. Harvey Mitchell, 
anv system could be satisfactory supervisor of cow testing foi the Mar- 
which neglected the casein content of (time provinces, told some of the 
the milk. The fat basis was decided- things that were being accomplished 
ly unfair because by it too much was 'down by the sea. Deput> Minister 
paid for milk high in fat. and it had Roadhouse announced that the De- 
bren shown to be unsatisfactory soon partment had in mind for the coming 
after the invention of the Babcock season an extensive campaign, hav- 
test.. ing for its object the extension of the

T. G. Parsons, of T arris. speaking practice of grading 
from the proprietor’s standpoint, (Concluded 0
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